[Investigation of cortical slow potentials during the delayed discrimination learning in monkeys].
Averaged slow potentials (SPs) were recorded at different training stages of delayed discrimination learning in two monkeys. The details of the task sequence was described in our previous work. It was found that at the early stages of the training the amplitude of SPs was very small, and it increased gradually with the increase of percentage of correct responses. The SPs recorded from the prefrontal cortex had the largest amplitude and there was no SPs recorded from the rear portion of the cortex. SPs recorded from the symmetrical sites of the two hemispheres showed no significant differences in amplitude and duration. Moreover, the SPs did not show significant differences in amplitude and distribution between two test models (R Model and B Model). The results obtained from the extinction experiments showed that after extinction of the behavioral responses the SPs disappeared. The results showed that the SPs recorded were learning-dependent and represented the association of events. As the SPs appeared in the delay period and were prefrontal-dominant, it was suggested that the prefrontal cortex might play an important role in short-term memory process.